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Create a cleaner, more satisfying healthcare environment.

Improve patient experience, with increased 
safety and less labor.
Innovative cleaning solutions from Advance will 

improve patient satisfaction and meet your objectives 

for cleaning performance, to protect the health 

environment of your facilities and reduce staff 

requirements, consumables and overall maintenance 

costs. Choose from a full line of automatic scrubbers, 

floor machines, burnishers, vacuums and carpet 

extractors that are more effective and more efficient. 

Floors are made cleaner and safer, using fewer 

chemicals and detergents, while improving indoor 

air quality for patients, staff and visitors.

Contribute to a healthier environment.
Advance cleaning technologies can help you create a healthier 

environment within your facility, and a healthier external 

environment as well. Our innovative products result in fewer 

chemical fumes, superior air quality and a quieter facility. For 

example, Advance Spectrum™ vacuum cleaners employ multiple 

levels of filtration, including true H.E.P.A. filters designed to capture 

up to 99.97% of dust particulates down to 0.3 microns. Advance 

scrubbers minimize the use of harsh chemicals and can remove 

floor finish with water only. Advance vacuums and burnishers 

allow daytime cleaning, operating quietly with a sound level of less 

than 70 dB A. And battery powered machines are even quieter. 

Advance carpet extractors and vacuums are certified by the Carpet 

and Rug Institute for superior performance.

The versatile Advance ES4000™ lets you achieve total carpet care, 
from effective dry sweeping to daily touch-ups and low-moisture interim 
cleaning to heavy-duty extraction for restoration, all from one machine.

Enhance cleanliness, minimize HAIs, improve staff productivity.
To assure the health, comfort and contentment of patients and staff, you have a challenging and ongoing requirement to 

reduce healthcare-associated infections and achieve the highest level of floor surface cleanliness in your facility. You also need 

to control ever-increasing labor costs while maintaining your reputation for healthcare excellence. Advance can help you 

improve the cleanliness of your care facilities to maintain a more sanitary environment while actually reducing the amount 

of labor and resources required.

On the cover: The SC500™ REV™ features a 
20 inch scrub path and revolutionary random orbital 
scrubbing technology, to remove floor finish with 
water only, offering up to 90% labor savings and up 
to a 70% reduction in water and chemicals versus 
conventional stripping.

«

The Advance BU800™ battery powered burnishers deliver consistent and 
even polishing for superior wet-shine results, and the industry’s best passive 
dust control for improved air quality.

VACUUMS EXTRACTORS SWEEPERS FLOOR MACHINES & BURNISHERS SCRUBBERS

PORTFOLIO OF OVER 125 CLEANING SOLUTIONS 



The revolutionary REV.™ 
Remove floor finish with water only.
Now there’s a superior daily scrubber that can also totally eliminate 

the need for chemical floor stripping. REV random orbital scrubbing 

technology can remove multiple coats of floor finish in a single pass 

to strip up to 90% of the labor out of conventional floor stripping— 

and reduce water and chemical consumption 50-70%. Here’s what 

our customers have to say: 

“ Our strip and recoat crews used to consist of four people; with orbital 
scrubbers, we were able to reduce it to one person and reassign the 
other people to do other work that would not have been completed.”

“ In the past, it required two days to prep the floor and another day 
to coat the floor. With orbital scrubbing technology, we were able to 
complete the prep work in five hours and coat the same day—that’s a 
67% reduction in time.”

“ We really like orbital scrubbing for the enhanced worker safety 
benefits; we have experienced a number of slip and fall incidents due 
to stripping chemicals over the years; orbital scrubbing removes a great 
deal of these risks for us.”

The new, compact Advance SC351™ battery-powered 
scrubber features a low profile to scrub hard-to-access 
locations. Superior maneuverability allows you to clean 
in all directions with water contained under the deck to 
deliver a clean, dry surface.

The Advance Advenger® Rider Scrubber lets you scrub larger areas with greater productivity and less 
operator fatigue. The Advenger is available with our exclusive EcoFlex™ System that cleans with water only 
or just the correct amount of detergent, allowing you to reduce chemical costs and environmental impact.

VACUUMS EXTRACTORS SWEEPERS FLOOR MACHINES & BURNISHERS SCRUBBERS

Advance Advantages for Healthcare.

•  Reduce HAIs, enhance sanitary conditions and 
overall facility health 

•  Save labor: scrub floors clean and dry in one 
pass or remove floor finish without chemicals 

•  Noise minimized allowing daytime cleaning

•  Improve indoor air quality: superior vacuum 
filtration and scrub with less chemicals for 
reduction of fumes and odors

•  Increase safety and reduce risk by minimizing 
chemical fumes, slippery floors and slip-and- 
fall accidents

•  Healthier overall environment for improved 
patient satisfaction and reputation of facility
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Smart cleaning.

Nationwide reach.  
With a local commitment.

With hundreds of locations Nationwide, the Advance certified dealer network assures 

that customers will receive personal service, expert advice, responsive assistance, and 

complete support and parts availability — all backed by one of the nation’s leading and 

most longstanding professional floor cleaning equipment brands. For the best overall 

cleaning equipment solutions, choose Advance to meet your stringent healthcare 

cleaning requirements.

Improving Healthcare  
cleanliness for over 100 years.
Advance floor and surface cleaning 

equipment is designed to make your 

facilities more sanitary and your cleaning 

practices more productive in both acute 

care and long-term care environments. Our 

environmentally-sound cleaning solutions not 

only improve cleanliness with fewer chemicals 

and less labor, they can also significantly 

improve patient and staff comfort, and the 

overall healthcare experience. Improving your 

facilities and enhancing your reputation is 

all part of our commitment to provide you 

with superior value, reliability and efficiency 

in everything we make and everything we do.




